
 
 
 
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University is soliciting bids for an investment 
manager for a portion of its investment portfolio totaling approximately $146 million.   
 
Current investment managers and percentages held are as follows: 
UNC Investment Fund (69%), Vanguard (28%), PFM Asset Management (2%) and State 
Treasurer’s Investment Fund (1%) 
 
The portfolio is a long-term investment and is broadly diversified with allocations to equities 
(private, domestic and international), fixed income, real estate and a mix of other investment 
classes.   
 
The University is interested in pursuing impact investing and ESG principals and the capabilities 
of your firm in this space is an important consideration for this RFP.  We seek a firm with 
endowment experience in the field of impact investing, including socially responsible investing, 
mission related investing, proactive Environmental Social and Governance (ESG) investing, 
thematic ESG investing, direct impact investing, gender lens investing, racial equity investing and 
shareholder advocacy in addition to standard advisory services for institutional clients.  
 
Advisory support services may include, but are not limited to, investment policy review, asset 
allocation, performance monitoring, impact reporting, and trustee education.   
 
Firms may be asked to make presentations to University personnel. 
 
Responses to the attached RFP should be completed and received by North Carolina 
Agricultural and Technical State University before XXXXXX, 2021.  
 
Please be concise in your responses. Three hard copies and an electronic version should be sent 
to the following: 
 

Requests for Proposals 
Procurement Services 

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University 
1601 East Market Street, Greensboro, NC  27401 

 
 

We appreciate your consideration of this assignment and look forward to your response. 

 

 



A.  Organization and Background  

1. Provide a brief overview of your firm including history, employees, ownership structure, 
future growth plans and affiliation with other companies. 

 

2. Describe the entire range of consulting and managerial services the firm provides to clients.  
Indicate which services are the firm’s specialties or areas of greater expertise and describe 
how expertise is maintained and expanded. 

 

3. Disclose all conflicts of interest the firm has in serving as an investment manager (e.g., 
relationships with custodians, other investment managers, brokerage firms, etc.).  Describe 
any revenue coming from sources other than managing or consulting? 

 

4. Has any officer or principal of the organization been involved in litigation relating to 
consulting or managerial activities, including any SEC or regulatory investigation or 
litigation?  If yes, provide a brief summary and indicate the current status of the 
proceedings. 

 

5. Does your firm have a written code of conduct and/or ethics?  How is it monitored and 
enforced?  How many individuals hold a CFA Charter or are CFA candidates?  Has any staff 
members had their CFA Charter suspended or revoked? 

 

6. Will your firm serve in a fiduciary capacity over the plans’ investment assets?  If not, please 
explain. 

 

7. Does the firm carry professional liability insurance and if so, describe the nature of the 
coverage and the dollar amount?   

 

8. Please discuss the overall business objectives of your firm with respect to future growth. 
Comment on any present or planned areas of emphasis over the near future. 

 

9. Please provide the name of the regulatory body overseeing the firm. 

 

10. Be sure to include in your response:  

- Total assets or client relationships that will be accepted 

- Maximum amount of number of clients or assets per portfolio manager 

 - Plans to develop and expand resources 

 - Plans to merge with other firms 

 - Plans to acquire other firms 

 - Plans to spin off subsidiaries 

- Plans to be spun off by a parent firm  

 



B.  Staffing  

1. Provide an organizational chart that includes all individuals employed in the managerial 
group.  Specifically identify consultants, professional staff, and administrative staff along 
with their credentials (e.g., CFA). 
 

2. Describe the nature and frequency of client access to the firm’s senior management. 
 

3. Provide resumes of the key personnel to be assigned to this account.  
 

4. Please list the name, title, role and year of departure for all professional employees that 
have left the firm in the past five years. 

 

 

C.  Idea Generation/Portfolio Structure/Asset Allocation Modeling  

 

1. Are there common beliefs about the investment markets which underpin the firm’s 

investment services across all clients?  If yes, please describe.  
 

2. Describe the firm’s approach in generating new ideas for client portfolios.  Are portfolio 

recommendations consistent across the firm or do they differ by consultant?  How are ideas 

developed? 

 

3. Provide the firm’s philosophy on risk.  How does the firm define risk (i.e., standard 

deviation, tracking error, value-at-risk, etc.)? Does ESG investing play a role in risk 

evaluation?  

 

4. Does the firm utilize the concept of a “risk budget?”  If used, please describe how a risk 
budget is developed for a client’s portfolio.   

 

5. Comment on the firm's philosophy and any portfolio structure preferences in the following 
areas: 

 Active versus passive management  

 Capitalization (e.g., overweight to small/mid) 

 Style (growth tilt, value tilt, or neutral) 

 Quantitative versus fundamental 

 Direct versus fund of funds managers for alternative investments 

 Weightings to domestic versus international 
 

 



6. How do you handle differences of opinion with clients regarding investment 

recommendations? 

 

7. Discuss the methodology used for asset allocation modeling.  Describe how the client’s long-

term financial projections are incorporated into the asset allocation model.  Does the firm 

have the ability to model actual investment manager portfolios as opposed to using indices?   
 

8. Describe the expertise of the professionals involved in asset allocation modeling.  Further, 

describe their experience with accounting requirements under US GAAP financial 

accounting standards. 

 

9. Describe the experience the firm has with alternative investments (e.g., venture capital, 
private equity, real estate, hedge funds, etc.).  Are you considering recommending more or 
less alternatives as a percentage of your client portfolios in the future? Does the firm have 
alternative investment specialists?  Are subadvisors used and if so, please describe their 
role.  Describe the firm’s experience with direct investments and “fund of funds” managers?  
 

10. Outline the firm’s approach to the development of a client’s investment policy.  
 

11. Describe any changes you have recommended in your “model” portfolio in the last three 
years. 

 

D. Environmental, Social and Governance Investment Principles 
 

1. Describe the firms experience in Environmental-Social-Governance (ESG) portfolio 

management? 

  

2. Describe how you would help our University determine the right ESG strategy.  

 

3. What are common mistakes foundations make when trying to determine an impact or ESG 

strategy? How can you help mitigate those mistakes?  

 

4. How does the firm prepare and benchmark reporting on the ESG components in the plan?   

 

E. Monitoring  

 

1. Describe the capabilities and differentiating features of the firm’s manager research process.  

What is the firm’s approach to sourcing “best in class” managers?  What are the key factors 

that the firm relies on in assessing and ranking manager skill?  Describe the firm’s ongoing 

quantitative and qualitative monitoring of investment managers. 



 

2. Are client portfolios individually constructed or are they part of a firm-wide portfolio 

construct.  

 

3. Describe your due diligence process.  How often does the staff meet with investment 

managers?  Are research notes provide to clients as a result of ongoing manager due 

diligence? 

 

F.  Performance Measurement  

1. Does the firm calculate performance measurement internally or use an outside vendor?  If 
the firm uses an outside vendor, please identify the vendor used. 

 

2. Describe the methods and sources of data used for analyzing performance and portfolio.  
Specifically, include the monitoring of performance, risk, style integrity, manager guideline 
compliance, account restrictions, etc.   

 

3. How are ESG components in portfolios analyzed?  
 

4. How many business days after the end of a reporting period are monthly and quarterly 
performance reports available?  Can the reports be customized? 

 

5. Do quarterly reports provide an executive summary which makes specific recommendations 
for issues that should be investigated or discussed?   

 

6. How is the performance for alternative investments calculated?  Are multiple indicators 
tracked such as public market equivalent, IRR, etc.?  

 

G. Research  

 

1. Describe the internal structure and organization of the firm’s research department.  If no 
separate department exists, describe how this function is performed. 
 

2. Are external resources used in the research process?  How does your firm monitor and 
report on market trends? 

 

3. What are your specific ESG research sources?  
 

4. How does the firm develop capital market assumptions and how often are they revised?  

Please describe the methodology and market expertise used to develop the assumptions.   

 



5. Please describe in detail the type and frequency of research that is available to clients.   
 

6. What educational opportunities are available to clients and investment committees?  
 

7. What ESG related educational opportunities are available?  
 

 

H. Other  
 

1. What technological capabilities does the firm have to add value and efficiencies to the 
monitoring process?  What software systems are in active use or contemplated. What 
information is available to clients via your website and what is the web address?  

 

2. Describe the services of the firm that may not be offered by other managers.  Also provide 

information on other services that may not have been addressed elsewhere in this request for 

proposal. 

 

 

I. Clients/References  
 

1. Provide the name, asset size, and key contacts of the firm’s foundation and endowment 
clients. 

 

2. Describe the firm’s experience in working with grant making foundations.  Provide specific 
examples of work performed that displays knowledge and experience in working specifically 

with such entities. 

 

3. Attach a list of three references, including at least 2 ESG focused foundation/endowment 
clients, if available.  Provide the contact name, address and telephone number.  Indicate the 
length of time the firm has provided investment services to the client and the extent of 
those services.  Provide a synopsis and approximate size of the funds.  

 

 

 



4. Please list the number of full-service retainer clients served by the firm as of December 31, 
2020: 

 

 

Less 

than 

$50 

Million 

$50 

Million 

to $100 

Million 

$100 

Million 

to $250 

Million 

$250 

Billion 

to $500 

Million 

Over 

$500 

Million  Total: 

Endowment/Foundation       

Healthcare (Non-profit)       

Public Plans       

Education Plans       

Corporate (DB, DC, hybrid)       

Other (explain)       

Total:       

 

5. Provide a list of all clients who terminated your services in the last three years with a brief 
explanation as to why the relationship was terminated. 

 

 

 

 

J. Fees  

1. What are the proposed fees on a full retainer basis (including all out-of-pocket expenses)?   
 

2. Are there services included in addition to traditional managerial services?  If yes, please 
describe.  Are there services not included in this full retainer fee?  If yes, please describe 
these services and any additional fees that would apply including alternative and private 



investment allocations. 
 

3. For how long a period of time is this proposed fee guaranteed? 
 

K. Summary 

 

What do you believe sets the firm’s services apart from the competition and what unique value-

added services could your firm provide, including in the ESG area? 

 

L. Additional Information: 
 
Please provide the following sample reports and information as exhibits to the Proposal: 

 

1. Quarterly and monthly performance reports including an executive summary, if 
applicable 

2. Asset allocation study, or other modeling examples 
3. Capital market assumptions 
4. Recent research report or white paper 
5. A copy of the firm’s most recent SEC Form ADV, Parts I and II 
6. Any other sample reports you believe relevant to this request for proposal   

 


